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The Sun is the hero and there are various heroines. Among them [there are] number
one, number two and number one plus. There is the moon and there is the earth too. These
planets, which are worshipped, are not the non-living planets. There are some living souls on
this stage like world, who are present even now. On the basis of their part, their greatness, the
worship of those nine planets has been going on even today in India. In any ritual that they
perform, they will certainly worship those nine elevated souls. Among them the eight, who
are worshiped as ashtadev (the eight deities) are very elevated. The highest [among them] is
the Sun of knowledge. For example, it has been written in the Gita: whom did I give this
knowledge first of all? I gave it to the Sun. So, that Sun of knowledge is not someone else,
the one who is called dev dev Mahadev1, that Trinetri2 Shiva Himself, in the form of the Sun
of knowledge is revealed from the eastern part of India, from Kolkata. It is the place where
the sowing of the seed for the new world takes place. 60-65 years ago, through the Sun of
knowledge Aadam, Adam, Aadidev, through Prajapati Brahma, the Supreme Soul
Incorporeal light Shiva sowed that seed of knowledge, which resulted in the creation of the
new Brahmin world when He came. That place is this Kolkata itself, where Kapil Muni,
Aadidev or Aadinath is present in the form of an idol even today in Ganga Sagar3 in the
womb like house of the devi4 of knowledge, the devi Ganga.
The human souls are understanding that knowledge of the Supreme Soul by tallying this
secret with the scriptures and very soon they will understand it with the help of the means of
science and at last, when these means will also prove to be destructible - because they are
made by human beings, they are not made by God, they are not natural - [then] in the end
through the vibrations, through the concentration of the mind, every human being of this
human world will recognize that Supreme Soul Father. But [this will happen] when every
human soul awakens and makes efforts to bring that morning of knowledge. There is a
proverb that [says] „every drop contributes in filling up a pot‟. When every point like human
soul recognizes that Supreme Soul Father, even if it is the most atheist [soul]... The atomic
energy, the practical slogan of „har-har, bam-bam‟ is such a revolution that when the
destruction takes place in the entire world, then the most atheist human soul is also forced to
believe that a wonderful power, who is called Almighty (sarvashaktimaan)– not just
powerful (shaktimaan)– the one who is called Almighty has come to control this world. [The
scientists think:] „We do not have the power to explode the atomic energy, which we have
created with our own hands‟. They don‟t have that power. In order to inspire [them] to do
even that, the Supreme Soul has to enter the Sun of knowledge. It is a very difficult task,
which results in the destruction of all the irreligious people. All the tormenters are destroyed
and the one true religion is established. Many kingdoms are destroyed. Even if it is the
greatest superpower of the world, it accepts defeat. That Supreme Soul Father is revealed
through that Sun of knowledge, the soul of Ram, who is famous in the scriptures as
Suryavanshi Ram. His present name of the Elevated Confluence Age is revealed in the world
as dev-dev Mahadev.
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63 years ago the Supreme Soul Shiva came and sowed the seed of knowledge in that
Sun of knowledge at the place where this world begins. At the end of the Iron Age, when this
world becomes degraded, it is this place, Kolkata which ends this sorrowful world and
disputes and quarrels; [it is this place] from where the end of the disputes and quarrels of the
entire human world begins. Nobody has brought a complete revolution in the entire world
until now. All the religious fathers who came... Abraham was the first religious father who
spread dualism, when he came; he was the most powerful religious father among all the
vidharmis, who established kingship in a maximum number of countries, but did not establish
kingship in the entire world. In the last 100 years of the Iron Age, they also accept defeat.
The followers of Islam, the soul of Abraham and the Christians gain fame in the last [time] of
the hundred years; this pomp and show of Maya spreads such a pope liilaa5 that… the very
name is… the entire human world is astonished because of that pope liilaa. This greatness of
the human religion sits in the intellect of every human being. [They think] that there is
nothing like the Supreme Soul. This itself is the greatest power, which has come in the
control of human beings. In the scriptures it has been written, „deities like earth, water, wind,
fire etc., the living deities in the form of the five elements are present in some human form in
this human world even now. We just have to recognize them. Ravan had tied them with his
bedstead. He pressed a button with his finger and there was light everywhere. With a hint of
his finger wind, water, fire were forced to do their work. But this is the power of the five
elements; it is not the highest power. Controlling the five inert elements of the nature can be
the work of human beings or the work of the power of knowledge taught by human gurus but
it is not the work of the Supreme Soul.
The Supreme Soul comes and teaches such knowledge that in the world, He is proved to
be the guru of this world (Jagatguru) in practice. Those [people] just keep the titles of
Jagatguru. Leave the entire world, not even [all] the Indians accept them [as gurus]. So how
can they be called the gurus of the entire world consisting of five-six billion human souls?
They will certainly have to bow their head before the Guru. They will have to bow their
intellect (sashtaang), [i.e.] surrender the intellect along with the eight parts of the body. They
must bow their intellect. That Supreme Soul Father performs such a task through the Sun of
knowledge, dev-dev Mahadev, Adidev, which no vidharmi religious fathers of the world
could perform; human religious fathers could not perform it. They came and taught the
incomplete practices of their religion, but they could not destroy the oldness, the old
traditions, the old and degraded practices. So, when the oldness was not destroyed [but] a
new religion was established... For example, if any part of a house breaks, then a repairer
repairs it. Similarly, these religious fathers come from time to time within the 2500 years,
human beings, human gurus have the history of this period. Those religious fathers come and
do just the repairing in this world. They cannot create a new world. They cannot establish a
new, true religion. They cannot revive the Ancient [Deity] Religion; this task of uplifting, the
Supreme Father Supreme Soul Shiva, the Incorporeal light, who is called Sadaa Shiva, He
Himself comes and performs this task through the Sun of knowledge in this world. He has the
many false religions destroyed; He has the many false kingdoms destroyed.
These false kingdoms, false religions begin the sorrow in the world. Their slogan is
“ignorance will prevail, darkness will prevail”. They do not allow [people] to recognize the
soul and the Father of the soul, the Supreme Father Supreme Soul Shiva, they spread such
pomp and show of Maya. This is a temporary show. Hadn‟t it been a temporary show, why
would the scientists be afraid of going in the Bermuda Triangle in the Atlantic Ocean? Why
are they unable to understand its secret? The power that explains this secret is the Supreme
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Soul. It is an invisible power. Scientists cannot know ghosts and spirits. They cannot know
their power. Even today, there are such Indian monks, taantrik (black magicians) who control
those ghost like souls. This is considered to be a third class, dirty art in Bharat. It has been
written in the Gita, “those who worship ghosts and spirits are born in species of ghosts and
spirits. Those who worship deities are born in the species of deities. And the one who
worships Me attains Me. It means, the one who sits close to the Supreme Soul – up aasanaa,
up means close, aasan means the one who sits on a seat through the mind and intellect – he is
is dev-dev Mahadev Shiva, the father of this humanity, Adidev.
It is mentioned in the scriptures too: „Twam aadidevah purushah puraanah6‟. There is
no human being older than him in the world. He plays the part of the oldest human being, the
part of the most degraded Mahaakaal as well as the part of the newest human being of the
world, who is said to be the new man of the world. So certainly, He will perform such a new
task. Nobody else in the world can perform that new task, that miraculous task. Seven
Wonders of the World made by human beings are famous, but the wonder of the world, the
greatest wonder of the world is established by the Supreme Soul Shiva. It is called vaikunth
in the scriptures. Among the Muslims, in the scripture of the Muslims it is called jannat.
Among the Englishmen it is called paradise. [They say:] There was the rule of Lord Krishna
in paradise.
Ram and Krishna are the only two human souls who play the highest role. That is why
Baba has said, “The father is called Ram. Krishna is his child. The elevated soul that plays
the role of the purest first leaf of the new world is Krishna. The father is revealed through the
child and when the child becomes intelligent, he reveals the father. That is why there is a
saying, “son shows father, father shows son”. The Father is Almighty. That Almighty Father,
the Supreme Soul Almighty Father comes and reveals the beads of the rosary, whose
gathering is remembered in the form of the rosary, [the souls] among all the theist religions of
the entire human world who believe in God the Father first. He Himself remains hidden
because He is a secret actor. There is also a saying, “the hidden rustam (hero) is revealed
later”.
Apart from the atheist religion, there is no religion in which the rosary is not rotated.
The rosary is a reminder of the most elevated gathering of humanity prepared by the Supreme
Soul Father. The rosary is rotated in every religion. The beads of the rosary are symbols of
elevated souls selected from every religion. The Supreme Soul Father has come and is
collecting those elevated souls now in this world. This collection is being made from the
entire human world. Which is the latest equipment among the fastest equipments available in
the human world now? The computer. In that computer, the internet is such a means that
when it attains perfection, when it is connected to the T.V, then the 108 stars, who are the
highest stars of the world, who emanate the shine of knowledge will be revealed very fast.
Every human being of the world will be forced to accept those 108 stars, the 100 stars. The
entire world will be controlled by those stars.
There isn‟t a very long time for that, just as it takes 100 years at the most for the
establishment of other religions. The Supreme Father Supreme Soul Shiva also comes into
this world and takes a period of 100 years to rejuvenate the Ancient [Deity] Religion. This
yagya of knowledge began in 1936. Its very name is the imperishable „Rudra Gyan Yagya7‟.
The foundation for it is laid by Rudra. The very meaning of Rudra is the one who takes on a
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ferocious form. When the existence of the one who takes on a ferocious form begins in the
world, then the sowing of the seed of knowledge begins and the atomic energy also starts in
the intellect of the human being. Prior to 1936 there was not even the name of atomic energy
in this world. Within nine to ten years, the explosion of the sample of atomic energy took
place for the first time on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. That was the first explosion. That was a
very small form. They were just two small bombs of 20 mega watts each that were used in
the Second World War. Now, 100 years have not passed [since then]. Two world wars have
taken place in the world. So can‟t the Third World War take place? And if the Third World
War begins, if any country that possesses atomic energy uses it once, then the other countries
will not keep quiet. The world war will be declared. The human beings do not know [this]. A
long time has passed after the year 1945; 1999-2000 is going to come now. 300-400 years
ago, big astrologers of the world declared the last world war [to be] in the year 2000. That
last world war will be in two installments. The first phase is called the Third World War,
which will be fought in India and the countries around India. This will not be a war of atomic
explosions. This war will be to end the diversity that the vidharmis and foreigners have
spread in India, and to establish unity. It has been named the massive (mahaabhaari) Civil
War of the Mahabharata (the great war of the Bharatas).
It is a fight within the household. It is a fight between two [families of] brothers of
India itself. Which brothers? The Kauravas8 and the Pandavas9. The number of the Pandavas
is very small; it can be counted on the five fingers. And how many Kauravas have been
shown? 100. Through the 100 Kauravas… it means they are not just 100. There are 100
tormenter beads in the rosary of Ravan. Those living beads declare the massive Civil War of
the Mahabharata. Another name given to them is Keechak10. They are also shown to be 100.
Keechak means dirty brutes, who play the role of licentious people. They create the
“explosions of the vision”11 on other‟s wife, other virgins and mothers and make them
adulterous prostitutes (vyabhicaari vaishyaa). Even today, virgins from India are going to
foreign countries. They (the foreigners) purchase them and take them away. They are being
made to practice prostitution. The Indian Government is sitting with arms folded. The highest
power of India is purity. Even today, in the Indian tradition the virgins are safeguarded so
much in every family! Those who are said to be the famous religious gurus, the jagatguru
Shankaracharya also worship those virgins; they bow their head [in front of them]. Those
who are called jagatguru also bow their head [before them]. Such are those Shivshaktis12.
This has been the tradition in India, that a special stress is given on their purity. Today, the
Indian Government has become such a coward that it cannot safeguard those human cows.
That is why the soul of Krishna, the Gopal Kanhaiyya13 Krishna has to be revealed in
this world. The Gopal Kanhaiyya is the soul that plays the role of the heroine. The hero is
Ram and the heroine is Krishna. The soul of Ram plays the strict role of a father and the soul
of Krishna plays a soft role, who safeguards the cows. They thought that it was the animal
cows. So they keep launching movements to prevent the slaughter of cows. Nothing is going
to happen through that. The real task that is to be accomplished will be accomplished now.
The main representatives of it are three [personalities]: Brahma, Vishnu and Shankar. These
are the three cloths, the cloth like bodies, in whose memorial a tricolour flag is hoisted even
today by the Indian Government. They just keep singing songs. They keep singing with great
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love, “Our vow will be fulfilled when we conquer the entire world, let our flag fly high 14”.
They wish to glorify their flag in the entire world, in the entire humanity, in every country.
Arey! Will a flag made of cloth conquer the world? Had the flag made of cloth ever
conquered the world earlier? It is the three cloth like bodies. There were three cloth like
bodies, who came into this human world and established happiness and peace in the entire
world. The Indian souls have to perform the special task of understanding the role of these
three cloth like bodies, the ones, who play the role of Brahma, Vishnu and Shankar in
practice and glorifying them in the world.
These Indian souls have been selected from every religion in the last birth and they have
gathered in India now and are playing the role of the hidden Pandavas. The Pandavas used to
move about [being] incognito. They lived in hiding for a long time. Where? In Kampilya
town. That Kampilya town, which was established by sage Kapil is famous in the scriptures
even today. This secret task of the Pandavas has been going on there for many years. When
[that task] reaches a level of accomplishment, then its revelation begins from Kolkata. The
Sun of knowledge, sage Kapil first of all steps into this world and begins that task from
Calcutta. When the task begins, then the intellectual shaktis... It is not that just the three
deities are intellectual, but there are also three special shaktis, who are named Gayatri. Which
is the famous mantra of India? It is the Gayatri Mantra. So those three devis15 must have
performed a special task. Those three devis are considered to be in the form of the three rivers
even today: Ganga, Yamuna and Saraswati. Among them, Ganga is considered to be the
highest. When the Ganges of knowledge comes, she becomes helpful in spreading the
vibrations of purity through the showers of knowledge in the entire world. Whom does she
help? Does she become helpful to Vishnu? She sits near the feet of Vishnu, but she does not
become [his] helper in bringing the benefit of the human world. When does she become
cooperative? When the Ganges of knowledge departs from the feet of Vishnu and enters the
intellect of Shankar. The form of a virgin is shown in the hair locks [of Shankar] in the
pictures. Even then, people do not understand whether that Ganges was inert or living,
[whether] that Saraswati was inert or living, whether that river Yamuna was inert… she is
called Suryaputri16. That river Yamuna was living. Big intellectual people and scholars
cannot understand these secrets because there is a saying “Ke samjhe kavi yaa samjhe ravi17”.
When that Sun of knowledge, the Supreme Soul is revealed in this world through the Sun of
knowledge, only then are the secrets of the poems, the mysterious poems, the figurative
poems, the symbolic poem of the ancient intellectual people and poets revealed. That
revelation takes place only through the Sun of knowledge. Vicious human being cannot
disclose those secrets.
That Sun of knowledge Shiva has arrived in this world. He has come and is performing
His task. The souls among whom He is being revealed are really great souls, very elevated
and lucky souls. They are so intoxicated because of their luck, that [although] they do not
have enough money, they do not possess enough power of the body, health… they are the old
weak mothers; it is they who are seen to be in greater number. The Supreme Soul Shiva
comes and has the main task done through such weak virgins and mothers, the women in
bondage. He reveals His power through the shaktis. He Himself is not revealed. That is why
they do sing a song, “Who is the one who makes everyone dance, who is the one who creates
such a world?” but they cannot understand [the meaning]. All of us children are very lucky
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souls as we are understanding these deep secrets and after understanding them, we are
making effort so that every human soul of this human world obtains this beneficial
knowledge. Is it the Giver of knowledge (Gyandaataa) or the knowledge that comes first?
(Someone said: The Giver of knowledge.) No. First, the knowledge is revealed in the intellect
of the human being. And through that knowledge, information or Ved vaani, the human world
realizes that Ocean of Knowledge Father. So, through untiring effort, which is called
Bhagirath18 like effort (Herculean labour) the meeting of the rivers, the fair at Ganga Sagar is
organized as the last fair, the greatest fair in India. It is not about a physical fair, in which
only the inert rivers meet. It is a memorial of the meeting of the living rivers. It is not that if
we sit in the gathering once, the fair of the rivers of knowledge, the fair of Ganga Sagar will
be revealed in the world or that the rivers, the Ocean will be revealed in the world. Untiring
effort will have to be made repeatedly for that. Along with Bhagirath19, the fortunate
(bhaagyashaali) children - not just hundred fold fortunate (saubhaagyashaali) but
multimillion fold fortunate (padmaa padam bhaagyashaali) - will have to make untiring
effort, only then will the final offering be made. In that final offering, the world of Brahmins,
for whom it is famous in the scriptures that there were two kinds of Brahmins… [One kind is
the] tormenter Brahmins like Ravan, Kumbhakarna and Meghnad20, who were also the
children of Brahma and [the other kind is] the purushaarthi21 Brahmins like Guru Vasishtha
and Vishwamitra. The war of vibrations, the war of knowledge through speech, and the war
of differences of opinions between them takes place first. This is the internal language of
knowledge, which we children will have to first understand internally. That is why first our
home should be reformed and then the others should be reformed. Our concentration should
not be on external [things]. How should it be? It should be introspective. Only the direct
children of the Sun of knowledge will be able to understand the fight taking place in the
mind, the last world war, the spiritual war and after jumping into that war, after fighting the
war they will achieve their kingship. This achievement cannot take place through wicked
vibrations. The achievement of Raja yoga can take place only through positive vibrations. If
anyone creates negative thoughts towards any soul, then he cannot be called a world
benefactor child of the World Benefactor Father. Om Shanti.
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